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1.0 Introduction

1.1 PROJECT SCOPE AND OBJECTIVES
Figure 1.1: Study Area
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Fowler Bauld & Mitchell (FBM) was retained by the
Municipality of East Hants (MEH) to create a “Main
Street” conceptual streetscape design for a portion
of Route 214 in Elmsdale extending from Brook Court
to the intersection with Trunk 2 (the “Study Area”,
Figure 1.1). This work was completed between August
2021 and March 2022 with the recommendations and
analysis provided in this Report.
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This project seeks to identify a 10 year streetscape
design vision for transformation of the arterial road to an
active Main Street area that serves the changing needs
of Elmsdale and East Hants community. This work
responds to population growth, and builds off recent
projects, strategies, and community engagement. With
a total length of about 750 m, this area is at a critical
juncture and has the opportunity to be transformed
into a people-friendly Main Street area, where focused
efforts can lead to a transformative change.
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The objectives set out for the Project include:

• Accommodating and encouraging a mix of
development formats that include storefront
commercial and retail to promote the existing
cluster of local businesses in the Study Area;
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• Providing for safe mobility, access, and active
transportation;

• Allowing for places and experiences where
people will want to spend time;
• Addressing community transit and parking needs;
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• Considering the planned redevelopment of the
municipally-owned former Elmsdale School Site;
and
• Considering open spaces near the Route 214 &
Trunk 2 intersection.
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The Study Area is both an emerging Main Street area
as well as a vehicle through-route for many commuters
and trucks travelling to and from Highway 102 and
neighbouring communities. It is challenging, but by
no means impossible, to develop an appealing and
pedestrian-friendly street while also serving traffic,
including large trucks.
The majority of the properties within the Study Area
are zoned Village Core (VC) under the Land Use Bylaw.
The applicable Village Core zoning contains form-based
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development guidelines that seek to promote a small
village feel, which will emerge in the area with new
commercial, residential and mixed-use buildings. The
Conceptual Main Street Design Vision supports these
goals with a holistic consideration of the streetscape
as a public realm that extends from building face
to building face. The Vision considers the needs of
people moving by foot, bicycle, vehicle and potentially
transit, along with the importance of Route 214 for the
movement of goods. There is especially a consideration
of those with reduced mobility and families. Based
on analysis and feedback, a set of recommendations
and design options is provided in this Report to guide
further design development and implementation of
streetscape changes.
Nova Scotia Department of Public Works (NSDPW)
owns and maintains the road right-of-way (ROW) and
as such design input was obtained throughout the
project with meetings with NSDPW staff regarding
proposed design goals, options and techniques to
achieve the priorities identified throughout the process.
Feedback was attained through an initial workshop with
Municipal Councillors held in December 2021, along
with a virtual stakeholder meeting held in January 2022.
Comments from community stakeholders were also
received by phone and email.

1.2 REPORT STRUCTURE
This Report comprises the following sections:
1.0 Introduction
Provides an overview of the Report structure, scope
and project objectives, including an analysis of the
changing local context.
2.0 Streetscape Elements: Analysis and
Recommendations
Based on previous plans and studies, professional
analysis, and feedback, a set of key recommendations
is provided for identified streetscape elements that
contribute to transforming Route 214 into a Main Street.
3.0 Concept Design Options:
Three Concept Design Options are presented, along
with considerations of their trade-offs.
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4.0 What We Heard
Community feedback was acquired with projectspecific meetings, as well as through a review of
previous and related engagement efforts.
6.0 Background Review
A review of relevant background documents, plans and
strategies is provided.

1.3 CONTEXT ANALYSIS
There is a distinct opportunity for transformative
change for Elmsdale’s Main Street area. This is driven
by many active or proposed developments and changes
that frame the Study Area, as shown in Figure 1.2.
These include:
• The new Lantz interchange opened in
December 2021 and has altered traffic
movement patterns (as analyzed below). There
is the potential for some car and truck traffic that
has typically used Route 214 to be diverted to
the new connection. Further study is required
to determine the long term impact of the new
interchange on Route 214 traffic types and
volumes.
• Major development proposals (including FH
Developments and Clayton Lands) will densify
and diversify the area, with:
» A mix of housing types, bringing thousands
of new residents in the area, including
additional young families;
» Increased number of people wanting to walk
and cycle in the area;
» Increased traffic, including commuters;
» Stronger business case for transit;
» Increased visitation for businesses and
amenities in the Study Area; and
» New parks and multi-use trails within the
development proposals.
• Planned Active Transportation spines include
Trunk 2’s designation as a provincial Blue Route
and Route 214 as a connection from Trunk 2 to
destinations across Highway 102, as indicated
in the municipality’s Open Space and Active
Transportation Master Plan.

Figure 1.2: Contextual change in and around the Study Area
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• Potential Transit Routes would connect the
Study Area with a variety of destinations.
These include a connection to Halifax Transit
at the Halifax Airport, and connecting various
destinations within the Enfield, Elmsdale and
Lantz corridor.
• Planning for the future use of the Former
Elmsdale School Site is being undertaken
with the intent that development may include
a combination of community amenities, nonprofits, public or event space, green space,
parking, retail/commercial uses, and housing.

500 m

Demographic Indicators
As shown in Figures 1.3 and 1.4, when compared to
other parts of the province (excluding Halifax Regional
Municipality), East Hants appears to have significantly
more families, as indicated by the higher number of
people aged under 54, and especially aged under 14.
East Hants also has a significantly higher median family
income. A family demographic should be an important
consideration in the design of the Main Street.
The census also indicates that more than 50% of the
labour force in East Hants commutes to HRM for work.

• Potential future roundabouts are under
discussion by NSDPW for the Highway
102 interchange with Route 214 and at the
intersection of Trunk 2 and Route 214. While
the planning and design of these roundabouts
has not been initiated, they could become
opportunities for gateways into the Elmsdale
Main Street area.
Conceptual Main Street Design for Elmsdale’s Route 214
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Figure 1.3: Age breakdown

Figure 1.4: Median Household income

Data Source: Polaris Market Analytics, 2020

Traffic volumes for Route 214 - Preliminary impacts
of the Lantz Interchange
MEH is monitoring traffic counts within the Study
Area to understand the impacts of the recent opening
of the Lantz interchange on December 23, 2021. The
approximate location of the counter is shown in
Figure 1.5. Data provided by MEH is shown in Table
1.1 and Figures 1.6 and 1.7 for the average afternoon
rush hour traffic count, measured 4-6 pm, as well as
the average 24-hour traffic count.
It appears that a drop in traffic has been experienced
with the new interchange when comparing the
weekday traffic between November 2021 and January
2022. This may be attributed to the Lantz interchange
opening on December 23, 2021, but should also be
considered alongside typical seasonal fluctuations.
The average speed of vehicle travel is approximately
49 km/hr for southbound vehicles, and 45 km/hr for
northbound vehicles.
Data is not available for pedestrian or cyclist counts.
Further observation and study will be conducted by
MEH and NSDPW with regard to monitoring these
counts. It is anticipated that NSDPW will measure
traffic counts in Spring 2022 to understand the
proportion of traffic that is large trucks.
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Figure 1.5: Counts are taken at Civic 153 Highway 214.
Approximate location is indicated, south of Pine Hill Drive.

Table 1.1: Analysis of Traffic volumes for Route 214
Northbound Traffic Counts

Dec 20 - 26,
2021

523
483
1,006
5,813
49
56

492
434
926
5,378
47
54

492
446
938
6,002
49
57

483
431
914
5,769
51
58

Nov 29 - Dec
5, 2021

Dec 6 - Dec
12, 2021

Dec 13 - Dec
19, 2021

Dec 20 - 26,
2021

1,583
10,829
44.5
52.5

1,518
10,686
42.5
50

Dec 27, 2021 - Jan 3 - Jan 9,
Jan 2, 2022
2022
349
304
653
4,114
51
58

369
309
678
4,377
48
57

Dec 27, 2021 - Jan 3 - Jan 9,
Jan 2, 2022
2022

e
let
mp
co
(in
)
ta
da

1,469
10,580
47
54.5

1,134
7,836
46.5
54.5

1,224
8,637
44.5
57

Jan 10 - Jan
16, 2022

Jan 10 - Jan
16, 2022

)
ta
da

Dec 20 - 26,
2021

)
ta
da

Dec 13 - Dec
19, 2021

288
258
546
4,260
41
57

)
ta
da

Dec 6 - Dec
12, 2021

264
217
481
3,722
42
51

e
let
mp
co
(in

Nov 29 - Dec
5, 2021

288
267
555
4,811
43
51

Jan 10 - Jan
16, 2022

e
let
mp
co
(in

318
274
592
5,308
38
46

Dec 27, 2021 - Jan 3 - Jan 9,
Jan 2, 2022
2022

e
let
mp
co
(in

303
274
577
5,016
40
49

2-hour total - afternoon rushhour
Weekday average 24-hour traffic
Average Speed (km/hr)
85% Speed (km/hr)

Dec 13 - Dec
19, 2021

)
ta
da

Weekday Average 16:00 - 17:00
Weekday Average 17:00 - 18:00
2-hour total - afternoon rushhour
Weekday average 24-hour traffic
Average Speed (km/hr)
85% Speed (km/hr)
TOTAL BOTH DIRECTIONS

Dec 6 - Dec
12, 2021

e
let
mp
co
(in

Weekday Average 16:00 - 17:00
Weekday Average 17:00 - 18:00
2-hour total - afternoon rushhour
Weekday average 24-hour traffic
Average Speed (km/hr)
85% Speed (km/hr)
Southbound Traffic Counts

Nov 29 - Dec
5, 2021

Jan 17 - Jan
23, 2022

Jan 24 - Jan
30, 2022

311
281
592
4,342
42
51

292
271
563
4,270
41
50

Jan 17 - Jan
23, 2022

Jan 24 - Jan
30, 2022

371
339
710
4,485
49
57

385
364
749
4,670
48
57

Jan 17 - Jan
23, 2022

Jan 24 - Jan
30, 2022

1,302
8,827
45.5
54

1,312
8,940
44.5
53.5

Data Source: Municipality of East Hants

Figure 1.6: Analysis of Traffic volumes for Route 214 - all day
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Figure 1.7: Analysis of Traffic volumes for Route 214 - rush hour
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2.0 Streetscape Elements:
Analysis and Recommendations

Page 6

2.1 EXISTING STREETSCAPE

on the east side.
• There are a significant number of large trees is
along the east side of the road.

The streetscape comprises the space experienced
as the public realm, extending from building face to
building face, along with elements of the street and
connected open spaces.

• There are over 40 access points (i.e. intersections
and driveways).
• Building setbacks vary, with front yard uses
including parking, driveways, landscaping, and
outdoor dining.

A site visit in August 2021 and Geographic Information
System mapping was used to understand the current
conditions of the streetscape in the Study Area.

• Small public spaces (benches) are located in
front of the RBC and Caldwell Roach Insurance
properties, while larger open spaces are located
at the Village Square, Heritage Square and at the
former Elmsdale School site.

Key elements of the current Route 214 within the Study
Area include:
• The NSDPW-owned Right-of-Way (ROW) is
approximately 20 m wide.
• There is an asphalt walkway on the west side.
• There is a gravel shoulder, ditch and landscaping

Figure 2.1

Figure 2.1 provides an illustrative cross-section of the
size of typical streetscape design elements. Figure 2.2
provides representatives photos of the area.

CURRENT ROUTE 214 CROSS-SECTION
ASPHALT WALKWAY
ONE SIDE ONLY

West side
properties

East side
properties

Snow

Building - 1 to 3 storeys

Front Yard Setback varies Landscap- Walkway Planted
(Landscaping, Parking or Dining)
ing
boulevard

Snow
bank
buffer

Vehicle Travel Lane Vehicle Travel Lane

Gravel
shoulder

Ditch or landscaping

Front Yard Setback - varies
(Landscaping, Parking or Dining)

Building - 1 to 3 storeys

0

Approx. size of streetscape elements:

Property Line

1.8 m (6 ft)

9 m (30 ft)

Dept of Public Works Right-of-Way: 20 m (66 ft)

0

5 m
10 ft

Property Line

View looking north - corresponding to the cross-section
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Figure 2.3: Photos of the Study Area (August 2021, FBM)
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2.2 ENVISIONING THE POSSIBILITIES FOR
MAIN STREET
To aid discussion of what is possible, an artistic
visualization of some of the streetscape design
elements under consideration was prepared. The
rendering illustrates how a combination of key
streetscape and building elements can work together to
change the experience of Elmsdale’s Main Street.
Figure 2.3: Before and After Visualization of Route 214 as
Elmsdale’s Main Street (Artist credit: Placemaker: Cal Srigley)

Transformational Vision for Route 214
as Elmsdale’s Main Street: Route 214 is
becoming an area that feels like a unique
and family-friendly village. There are
mobility options for people to get around,
whether by walking, using mobility aids,
cycling, taking transit, or driving. The
area is green, with new elm trees. New
amenities, open spaces, housing options,
and businesses are arriving. They reflect
the community and serve the needs of
existing residents as well as new residents.

Current Route 214 (Looking to the North)

Future possibility integration of various changes to enable the Vision (Design Concept C is shown)

2.3 BREAKING DOWN THE PIECES ANALYSIS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The streetscape experience is made up of a changing
combination of related elements that is unique to
each community. The elements noted below are the
focus of commentary and recommendations. Not all
of the items shown here can be achieved at the
same time, nor will they look exactly like what is
illustrated here. The overarching recommendation
is to fire on all cylinders when implementing the Main
Street Vision. This means making positive progress
simultaneously across the identified elements to
promote the area as the focal Main Street heart of
Elmsdale village over the next 10 years.

Recommendations are based on previous plans and
studies, as well as community input (See Sections
4.0 and 5.0), professional analysis, and feedback
from NSDPW. Note that three design options
were considered as described in Section 3.0, with
commentary provided in that Section.
Figure 2.3 indicates an illustration of how 14
streetscape elements could work together. Figure 2.4
indicates where some elements may be located in plan
view.

STREETSCAPE ELEMENTS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Walking and Active Transportation
Accessibility
Crossings
Roadway Design
Access Management (Driveways & Side-streets)
Parking
Potential Future Transit

8. Beautification and Elements Unique to Elmsdale
9. Trees and Landscaping
10. Small Public Spaces
11. Parks and Squares
12. New Development and Infill
13. Gateway Elements
14. Collaboration, Phasing, Implementation &
Maintenance






















(outside
of view)

Streetscape Elements within the illustration

Figure 2.4
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This generalized plan of the Study Area shows selected elements. See Section 3.0 Concept Design Options for Detailed concept designs.
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»

Opportunities for change identified
include the former Elmsdale School
site, the former post office site, and
properties on the east site of Route
214 listed for sale as development
opportunities. No applications for
development currently exist for these
sites at the time of this Report and
other sites may redevelop under the
Village Core zoning that applies to most
of the Study Area.

»

Potential bus stop locations reflect the
2020 Transit Services Operating and
Business Plan (2020) (See Section 5.5
for more information)

»

The intersection and crossing design for
Roulston Drive and Route 214 is to be
coordinated with transportation analysis
associated with development planned
on Roulston Drive (FH Developments
Site).

»

Potential improvements at the
intersection of Route 214 and Trunk
2 are subject to further planning and
design by NSDPW. The outline of a
potential roundabout is taken from
the Trunk 2/Route 214 Corridor Traffic
Study (2014) (See Section 5.6 for more
information)
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1. Walking and Active Transportation
As indicated in the Active Transportation and Open
Spaces Master Plan, Route 214 is envisioned as a key
north-south connection for people walking and cycling,
extending from Trunk 2, through the Study Area and
across Highway 102 to the Aquatic Centre, Library and
business park.
Within the Study Area, pedestrian-friendly development
is supported by concrete sidewalks on both sides of the
street. Cycling is supported on an asphalt route that is
separated from vehicle traffic as well as pedestrians.
Separating cycling from vehicle traffic makes for a safer
and more family-friendly cycling experience. Surface
treatments should act to separate the area for people
walking from cycling with a textured delineation that
is detectable for those with visual impairments using
a white cane. Examples of similar design are shown in
Figure 2.5. Providing walking and cycling paths on both
sides of the street ensures that access and pedestrian
friendly development could be supported on both sides
of the street.
Bike parking should be considered in the detailed
streetscape design. Electric Bike charging infrastructure
may be included and coordinated with the provision of
EV charging locations.

a. Design separated walking and cycling paths
on both sides of Route 214 as part of the
continuous network outlined in the 2017 Active
Transportation Master Plan and connecting to
east-west active transportation routes.
b. Include a delineation strip between the walking
and cycling paths that is carefully designed so
users (including those with impaired vision) do
not wander between the two different spaces.
c. Provide bicycle parking, including potential for
electric bike parking, and ensure new commercial
development includes bike parking.

2. Accessibility
The East Hants Accessibility Plan (2021) includes the
following actions that are relevant to the street design:
• Promote marked crosswalks in high traffic areas
to increase pedestrian safety;
• Consider adding accessible parking requirement
to the Land Use Bylaw;
• Build accessible walkways;
• Locate pedestrian buttons or light controls
at intersections and pedestrian controlled
crosswalks; and
• Consider auditory and visual pedestrian features
at signalized intersections.
Accessibility and the safety of those with reduced
mobility or vision is a central consideration for designing
a street that works for people of all ages and abilities.

Conceptual Main Street Design for Elmsdale’s Route 214
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Figure 2.6: Curb Extensions with high-visibility and tactile curb let-downs
(Image: NACTO)

Recommendations:
a. Implement relevant actions in the East Hants
Accessibility Plan via the detailed streetscape
design, including for crosswalk design.

3. Crossings
Currently, two marked crosswalks exist crossing Route
214 within the Study Area, at Brook Court and at the
Trunk 2 intersection. These are nearly 800 m apart
and additional crosswalk(s) are desirable to better
enable connecting destinations. Two locations for new
crosswalks are proposed:
• At Horne Road, which could benefit a node of
pedestrian and outdoor activity at the current
cluster of businesses at this location; and
• At Roulston Drive, which provides a connection
for people walking as well as people cycling
(Roulston Drive is expected to include a
connecting east-west multi-use trail via the
planned subdivision to the west).
Crosswalks should be designed with accessibility
features for those with mobility or vision impairments,
such as high-visibility tactile indicators and improved
lighting. The safety and visibility of people of all ages
and abilities needs to be integrated into the design of
crossings as traffic volumes at these locations are high.
Curb extensions, as shown in Figure 2.6, are a method
that could be used to shorten the distance to cross the
street and to improve visibility for pedestrians. Curb
extensions are possible to implement within street
Page 14

Figure 2.7: Downtown Truro uses curb extensions and
parklets to narrow the crossing distance

designs where a lane of parallel parking is provided as is
the case in the Figure 2.7 in Truro.
Recommendations:
a. Work with NSDPW to design crossings at Horne
Road and Roulston Drive in coordination with
emerging best practices, accessibility, available
traffic calming measures, and considerations for
access management and visibility.

4. Roadway Design
Roadway design and the level, type and speed of traffic
and congestion is a primary concern for community
members. Although the Lantz interchange and
connector route are intended in part to relieve traffic on
Route 214, the Study Area is expected to maintain a
high level of traffic volume. In order to aid consideration
of the roadway design, three Concept Design Options
are shown in Section 3.0.

5. Access Management (driveways and sidestreets)
Access management refers to the how vehicular
access points (driveways and intersections) are
managed. A road with fewer driveways, and driveways
with a controlled width, will reduce locations where
vehicles will cross the paths of people walking and
cycling. While each situation requires a site-specific
consideration, generally when intersections and
driveways are reduced or better controlled, this will lead
to more predictable traffic movements of cars entering
or leaving the roadway. In Elmsdale’s case, every

Figure 2.8: Access points to Route 214

Figure 2.9: Before and After for a raised crosswalk and cycle track
crossing a side-street (Nanaimo, BC)
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property on Route 214 includes parking on-site and has
at least one driveway. From an access management
perspective, the Study Areas has over 40 access
points with each representing potential conflict points.
Access management in the future could be improved if
redevelopment narrows or consolidates driveways, or
if parking areas are accessed off of side streets rather
than off Route 214.
Surface design elements specifically at driveway and
side streets can give a priority indication that these
spaces are shared and for vehicles to yield to people
walking and cycling. In many cases, cycling routes are
painted in green at potential conflict points at driveways
and intersections. In some locations, the walking and
cycling surface is carried across the intersection (See
Figure 2.9).
Recommendations:
a. Pursue Access Management principles in the
Study Area in coordination with NSDPW and
working with property owners with the potential
to realign intersections, narrow or share access
points, or move access points to side streets.
In this, pursue goals to enable safer and more
comfortable walking and cycling, improve the
safety of crosswalks, and manage congestion.
b. Work with NSDPW to explore raised
intersections and the continuation of walking and
cycling surface materials (parallel with Route 214)
across Pine Grove Drive, Macdonald Crescent,
Horne Road, and Pine Hill Drive.

6.Parking
Parking needs can be served in one of three ways:
• Off-street private lots (or accessory parking lots)
are intended to serve the uses on the same
property. They often come with a sign that
parking is for customers only.
• Public parking lots are an option to allow parking
for people visiting, dining, and shopping in the
area. This promotes the chance for customers to
walk and make multiple stops.
• On-street parallel parking is an option used in
many communities to serve public parking needs.
This is sometimes with a 2-hour or 3-hour time
limit. The parking strip also serving accessibility
needs, drop-offs, transit and deliveries at specific
locations. Some communities allow restaurants
to utilize on-street parking for summer patios
(“sidewalk cafe initiatives”). Parallel parking can
increase the sense of safety for people walking
and cycling as parked vehicles provide a barrier
from traffic.
There is an emerging demand for Electric Vehicle
(EV) charging stations, which could be considered
as an amenity for visitors and also an opportunity for
people to spend time in the community while they are
charging.
Parking in Elmsdale is currently only provided in offstreet private parking lots. Within the Village Core
zone, parking lots are only permitted at the side and
back of buildings, not in front of entrances. As shown

Conceptual Main Street Design for Elmsdale’s Route 214
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Figure 2.10: Concept for integration of EV charging and E-bike charging
with small parklets (ReCharge parklet concept by Arup engineering)

Figure 2.11: Building and parking footprints in the Main
Street area

rne
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Route

'ReCharge Parklets' ensure that EV recharging points don’t block city pavements by transforming a standard
parking bay into an EV charging facility and micro-park.

ill Dr
Pine H

Main Street
Building
Private Parking
Careers
Get in touch
News and events

The parklet combines EV and e-Bike charging facilities with a micro-park

Hants parking requirements. A full parking strategy
in the analysis map, Figure 2.11, a dominant use of
was not performed as part of the study. However, it
commercial
sites in the Main Street area is for parking
The team has tested Parklets in central London, transforming a loading bay on an urban road
into atypically
green space. Early
indications
have
shownthe
that such
micro-parks
recommended that an analysis of parking needs is
lots that are
much
larger
than
footprint
ofcould in factisincrease
the well-being of city dwellers and bring economic advantages to an area. The ‘Fitzpark’ trial
as a continuation of initial research on a
the buildings
serve.
showedthey
that dwell
time increased by 20 per cent and local business owners reportedundertaken
a positive
impact on trade.
parking strategy undertaken by the municipality.
Community members expressed a view that “more is
are under ressure to insta
ore char in
The Test Fit analysis provided in Figure 2.12 shows
better” whenCities
it comes
to providing parking,
and there
oints ut it shou dn t e at the e ense o access
and sa et or public
those wa lots
in and/or
actica uron-street
anis
the significant space required for parking for new
is interest in providing
public
so utions such as these show anners and desi ners
development proposals in order to meet parking
parking. Some
members
expressed
that
howcommunity
the can re en ineer
and de c utter
streets
a in may
the be
etterproblematic,
e ui ed or ever as
oneitresu
tin
minimums. The finding of the Test Fit is that a
on-street parking
is perceived
in hea thier streets
developer continues to require a relatively large site
to cause congestion or be unfamiliar for residents of
to build a development. While the Village Core design
East Hants. OthersSusan
felt
that on-street parking was
Claris
rans ort anner
guidelines state that development should try to retain
desirable as an amenity to the business area and for the
existing stands of trees, the ability to do so could
sense of protection it gives to people walking.
be compromised by site area required for parking.
Establishing the option to park once and visit multiple
While parking may also be provided underground, this
shops and restaurants is a characteristic that benefits
presents a significant increase to the cost and potential
many traditional Main Streets and would be supported
feasibility of development.
both by a denser clustering of destinations and through
Where there is a desire to promote the clustering of
the option for public parking lots or on-street parallel
businesses in a walkable area, the existing parking
parking.
minimums requirement may become challenging
Municipal Bylaw requirements for parking have a
if it tends to lead to a development patterns with
significant, but not directly obvious, influence on
destinations that are far from one another due to
development, character and consolidation of sites.
side parking lots. It becomes unappealing to walk
Off-street parking ratios are required under the Land
between stores because parking lots are experienced
Use Bylaw to accommodate staff, customers and
as “missing teeth” in the Main Street fabric. The
deliveries, as well as residences, and residents’ visitors.
development pattern in the village of St. Peter’s
Section 5.3 of this Report provides an overview of East
(Figure 2.13) is comparably walkable because it has a
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Figure 2.12: Test fit of parking space and siting requirements for a typical mixeduse development in the Village Core Area

Use

Amount

Parking requirement

Ground Floor

2,000 sq ft (52

13 spaces + 2 staff

Restaurant

seats)

spaces

Ground Floor

1,000 sq ft

5 spaces + 1 staff space

8 units (6,000 sq

12 spaces + 1 visitor

ft) total

space

9,000 sq ft

34

3-storey
Mixed Use
(3000 sq ft
footprint)

Retail
Apartments
TOTAL

10,000 to 11,000 sq ft
parking lot required

~170 ft

This imagined development assumes development on a 1/2 acre site, with a
3-storey building with a footprint of 3,000 sq ft (gross floor area of 9,000 sq ft)
with the following uses and parking requirements:

~120 ft

A typical parking spot measures approximately 9 ft by 20 ft. This area requirement increased to approximately 300 to 325 sq ft
per stall when including associated drive aisles, driveway and snow storage requirements. A 34-car surface parking lot covers
an area of 10,000 to 11,000 sq ft (3 to 4 times the footprint of the building it serves).

relatively short distance between doors. This would be
compromised if every building had a side parking lot.
With the above-noted trade-offs in mind, another
approach is to think not that “more is better” but
that “better used is better.” For example, when a
community solely relies on private parking lots, parking
lots for banks and professional services may be full
during their peak business hours, but sit empty after
business hours. Meanwhile, theatres and restaurants
have evening peaks. Public parking may more efficiently
provide the needed parking because stalls can serve
“double duty” by accommodating both daytime
and evening needs. Public parking is also beneficial
as it may allow EV charging stations and allows for
customers to stop and stroll to multiple destinations
rather than driving and parking at each stop.
Compatible mixed-use and village-like development
is desired in the Village Core as part of the Official
Community Plan, along with goals to support a more
continuous and denser street edge that is pedestrian
friendly with more tightly spaced destinations. This
continuous street edge is more common in traditional
village settings, and tends to be more friendly to
pedestrians. This street scale is more attuned to the
needs of people walking rather than people driving.
Finding ways to reduce or offset the need for private
parking lots may help businesses and property owners

more effectively redevelop in the future with parking
lots being a less significant impact on the streetscape,
the environment and development costs. A parking
study or analysis as recommended may reveal the
degree to which parking is or is not utilized. An area
with more parking than is necessary is said to be “over
parked.” It may be revealed through this analysis that
the Elmsdale Main Street area already contains more
than enough parking to accommodate its growth. A
parking study may also indicate the need for a new
public parking lot, along with the positive and negative
impact of including parallel parking.
Recommendations:
a. Develop a Village Core Parking Strategy to
quantify parking utilization and guide the provision
of parking. Within the Parking Strategy:
» Approach parking with economic, social
and environment considerations including:
benefit to local residents and business;
density of Main Street destinations;
the quality of the walking environment;
economic cost and value of parking; and the
impact on the natural environment and tree
retention.
» Comment on locations and formats for
public parking, including elements of
accessibility, EVs, wayfinding and green
infrastructure (such as rainwater gardens

Conceptual Main Street Design for Elmsdale’s Route 214
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Figure 2.13: St. Peter’s Main Street with tightly space buildings

and bioswales).
» Consider ways in which public parking may
offset some of the parking requirements for
the use of customers and residential visitors.
Reducing off-street parking requirements
may in turn reduce access management
issues, and allow for developments that:
utilize smaller sites, preserve more trees on
site, and create a stronger street-edge with
fewer gaps between buildings.
» Coordinate parking with densification and
new development including at the former
Elmsdale School site.
b. Work with property owners and developers
to consider shared parking possibilities, either
where parking already exists in private lots that
are underutilized, locations where back-of-lot
parking may be shared across buildings, or on
new development sites.
c. Explore design and funding options to install
Electric Vehicle (EV) charging stations as part
of parking options on-street and/or off-street in
order to capture visitation by EV users in a way
that promotes local business.
d. Provide accessible parking spots on-street and/or
off-street.
e. Consider loading needs of businesses and
coordinate with potential future transit.
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Figure 2.14: Heritage Square features historical styled llights
and elm trees

7. Potential Future Transit
Preliminary locations for bus pullout and bus stops
have been incorporated into the Concept Options. Their
installation may be coordinated with a potential future
transit service in East Hants.
Recommendations:
a. Consider and coordinate streetscape design with
transit service, incorporating transit pull-outs
where possible in the locations indicated.
b. Locate benches, garbage/recycling receptacles,
shelters, lighting and wayfinding in coordination
with transit stops.
c. Consider ways to bring workforce housing
options, retail spaces, work locations, and
amenities to be near transit stops.
d. Work to ensure bus stop locations are convenient
and accessible for those with reduced mobility.

8. Beautification and Elements Unique to Elmsdale
Unique and appealing streetscapes can be a draw
for community members and businesses. Through a
high-quality streetscape, Route 214 could become an
attractive place to set up a business or go shopping
within a cluster of shops, restaurants, open spaces, and
other destinations.

Figure 2.15: Small public spaces at Caldwell Roach Insurance and RBC

There is a long tradition of community placemaking
to celebrate the history of Elmsdale and this can
continue and be supported through the streetscape
design. Lighting design can reflect this history and
can also be a place for banners, business signage,
wreathes and hanging baskets. There is the potential
to include interpretive signage, improved wayfinding,
public art and/or artifacts at parklets and open spaces
to complement what is already present at the Village
Square. In some communities, string lights across
the road present another placemaking element. MEH
has a Signage Bylaw in place regarding signage in the
provincial right of way.
Recommendations:
a. Continue to work with NSDPW and community
stakeholders to identify elements such as
banners, hanging baskets, interpretive signage,
lighting, public art, and street furniture. Reflect
community identity and stories, as well as
considerations of accessibility, safety, and
business needs.
a. Pursue elements of lighting, banners and
placemaking which are in part indicated in the
Vision sketch (see Figure 2.4)

Figure 2.16: existing trees, east side of
Route 214

9. Trees and Landscaping
There is an ongoing effort to “put the elms back in
Elmsdale” through the planning of Dutch Elm disease
resistant species. Accordingly, the Concept Options
present options for the planting of additional trees
in boulevards and parklets. Species selection could
include additional elms.
While trees along the roadway do require maintenance,
they have a wealth of benefits to creating a greener
and more appealing street environment. The use of
structural soil or soil cells can better ensure that trees
have sufficient space for their roots to thrive. New trees
are included in the Development Concept Options on
the west side of the street. MEH Municipal Standards
includes standards and species for street trees. Tree
selection should be suitable to the urban environment
and ensure there is not a monoculture with only one
species planted.
There are significant stands of trees on the east
side of Route 214, and efforts should be made to
maintain healthy trees where possible. This effort is
reflected in the Design Options described in Section
3.0, and may be achieved by varying the street design
to set the streetscape back further from trees. The
Concept Options were developed without a precise
understanding of the size and location of trees and
further analysis is required to achieve this goal.

Conceptual Main Street Design for Elmsdale’s Route 214
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Figure 2.17: Elements of a bioswale/rain garden along
streets.

With consideration of the adjacent Nine Mile River and
its floodplain zone, the use of rain gardens or bioswales
in the streetscape could be considered. Bioswales are
vegetated, shallow, landscaped depressions along the
side of the road designed to capture, treat, and infiltrate
stormwater runoff as it moves downstream. They help
to filter polluted water running off the road during a
storm event. They also help slow runoff water velocity
to not overburden storm water systems and could help
to recharge the underlying groundwater table.
Recommendations:
a. Explore options to plant elms and other trees
within the streetscape at the locations indicated,
in coordination with MEH municipal standards
and NSDPW input.
b. Locate and assess the health of significant trees
already along Route 214, and design the street so
as to maintain the health of existing tree stands
as much as possible.
c. Explore options for rain gardens and bioswales, in
coordination with NSDPW input.

Figure 2.18: Parklet in San Francisco (Photo: Tim Olsen via Flickr)

10. Small Public Spaces
The enhancement or establishment of small public
spaces or “parklets” along walking paths are included
in the concepts at various locations. Two such locations
already exist: in front of the RBC and in front of
Caldwell Roach Insurance. Concept Design Options
shown in Section 3.0 include enhancements to these
spaces, in approximately their current location. There
may also be an opportunity for a parklet to complement
future changes at the former Elmsdale School site.
Enhancing these public spaces can improve them
as people friendly spaces with seating, shade, trees
or plantings, and potentially with garbage/recycling
receptacles, public art, and interpretive or wayfinding
signage. Small landscapes spaces may also integrate
with crosswalk curb extensions and bus waiting areas,
where the sightlines and technical requirements of
these spaces permit. Seating along the Main Street
area benefits seniors with reduced mobility, as well
as families. It could also benefit patrons of local cafes
and restaurants. Park and green space elements and
locations should respond to the Parks, Open Space and
Active Transportation Master Plan (See Section 5.0).
Recommendations:
a. Include small public spaces (or parklets) along
the Main Street at the locations indicated and in
response to the Parks, Open Space and Active
Transportation Master Plan, with elements
including seating, shade, waste receptacles,
public art, and/or wayfinding/interpretive signage.
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Figure 2.19: Former Elmsdale School site

11. Parks and Squares
Spaces near intersection with Trunk 2
There has been considerable community investment in
cherished green spaces near the intersection of Trunk 2
and Route 214. These spaces include:
• The Village Square (including the cenotaph
dating to 1922 and wooden statue of Cpl. Kevin
Megeney dating to 2007), at the northwest
corner of the intersection;
• Heritage Square, established in 2012 on the CNrail controlled lands at the former Train Station, at
the southwest corner of the intersection; and
• A picnic area at the southeast corner of the
intersection.
These spaces act as a key gateway to the community,
and in the future they can be thought of as a point to
transition to the Main Street area in the approaches
from the west, south and east.
Riverview United and St. Matthews Church are located
near these open spaces, and the Legion is involved in
maintaining the cenotaph and programming events.
The open spaces are well-used during community
events, such as Remembrance Day and Christmas Tree
lighting. However, the location also suffers from the
high level of traffic at the intersection, and these spaces
can be made less appealing due to traffic noise and
fumes.
There is a potential that a roundabout or intersection

upgrade will be planned and built here (See Also
Section 5: Background Review). It is recommended the
community and NSDPW work together on important
community landmarks and to consider how future
gateway treatments could operate at this location. An
intersection upgrade may calm traffic and make for a
more welcoming environment. An improved connection
for walking and cycling is desired here, and there
is the potential to more strongly connect between
destinations on Trunk 2 and Route 214.
Former Elmsdale School Site
The former Elmsdale School site is an additional park
or square opportunity. This strategically located 8-acre
site has a long history as providing public space and
amenity, with uses including a school, offices for
non-profits, community gardens, sports fields, and
space for outdoor events. There is a strong community
desire to maintain the site as providing an important
public space to complement a more urban village. It
is a valuable opportunity for the community with a
forthcoming planning process to understand its future
use, which may include a mix of housing, retail, offices,
services, institutional use, parking, open space or event
space, and retained forest.
Locating public spaces adjacent to new development
can be a benefit to new residents and businesses as
this becomes an amenity they could enjoy. If developed
with the principles of walkable neighbourhoods,
development here will lead to residents less reliant on
driving for day to day needs.

Conceptual Main Street Design for Elmsdale’s Route 214
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Figure 2.20: Former Elmsdale School site - community garden and existing services

Sitting at the north end of the Study Area, the Former
Elmsdale School site represents a gateway to the
emerging Main Street area. It is also well connected
to the highway and a variety of destinations, including
the Elmsdale Shopping Centre, grocery stores, Library
and Aquatic Centre. It is well connected to planned
east-west active transportation trails and it considered a
potential transit hub.
Recommendations for open spaces near the
intersection with Trunk 2:
a. Work to improve the walking and cycling
connections at the intersection, including for
improved crossings.
b. Continue to work with community stakeholders
on event programming and maintenance and
promotion of the Village Square, Heritage Square
and picnic area as amenities and as a gateway
experience into the community.
c. Continue to work with NSDPW and community
stakeholders with regard to future planning for
intersection improvements and open space goals.
Recommendations for open spaces on the former
Elmsdale School site:
d. Undertake a comprehensive process to analyze
the site’s future possibility for the benefit of the
municipality and community.
e. Locate any public amenity, open space and
parking to relate to Main Street area. Open space
should be experienced as a continuation of the
sidewalk and be welcoming to all residents.
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12. New Development and Infill
Former Elmsdale School Site
Along with open space, there is an opportunity to
provide a development mix for this site, which can
include institutional space, office, retail, and housing.
Housing may be considered in terms of apartments,
houses, townhouses, as well as affordable, supportive
or seniors living (potentially provided in coordination
with funding from upper levels of government).
Contextual elements include the FH Developments
Proposal lands to the west. Considering the size of
the site, there is an opportunity for subdivision, with
multiple uses, phases and types of development.
Site design for infill sites along the Main Street
area
While the current building placement along Route 214
does contain some buildings fronting up against the
street with no front yard setback, most properties
contain a significant front yard setback, usually greater
than 5 m. As well, there tend to be gaps between
buildings, which mean that there is a relatively long
walking distance between shops, when compared with
many traditional village settings.
A more consistent street-edge that is close to the
street is an intent of the Village Core zoning. For the
pedestrian experience, it is desirable to permit or
require a reduction in the setback in new development,
compared to what has been developed in the past.
At present, the Village Core zoning does not have

Figure 2.21: Ground mounted signage scaled for drivers

Figure 2.22: Building-mounted and sandwich-board signage
scaled for pedestrians in Village of Canning

a minimum required setback for new construction.
Buildings are required to have at least 60% of the
building’s frontage within 12 m of the front property
line. Provincial regulations may apply a setback
requirement, which may be considered on a case by
case basis in response to site-specific considerations.
Given the goals of the Village Core zone and the vision
to transform Route 214 to be more pedestrian-focused,
Route 214 is a good candidate to pursue development
with smaller setbacks.

New development opportunities for the former
post office site

Business signage of varying scales catches the
attention of pedestrians versus drivers. Currently, most
signage in Elmsdale is scaled to be read at the speed
of passing motorist (See Figure 2.21). Communities
that are more pedestrian-focused tend to have business
signage that is smaller, as is shown in Figure 2.22 in
the Village of Canning. The result is an experience that
is typically more appealing for walking.
Awnings, building overhangs, bicycle parking, and
patios are further elements that should be promoted
in site design to make them more appealing to people
using active transportation.
Apartments or townhouses integrated within
commercial mixed-use developments along the Main
Street provide a key type of housing that can be
included in Elmsdale. Such housing options would be in
close proximity to destinations, and would thus appeal
to those with mobility challenges or those who cannot
drive or prefer not to drive.

The former post office site property (174 Route 214,
PID 45147980) was recently purchased by the province.
As this site is in the “heart” of the Main Street area, its
future use can be a catalyst for the vitality of this part
of the Main Street. This development can provide a
critical mixed-use street edge along Route 214. It may
also provide a centralized location for public parking as
an interim flexible land use. Development here may be
coordinated with adjacent properties, especially if doing
so may improve access management.
Recommendations for development on the former
Elmsdale School site:
a. Locate uses along Route 214 that reinforce Main
Street vitality and a mix of uses and amenities.
This can include community uses (recreation or
community facility, as well as outdoor spaces) a
mix of housing options for families and workers,
potential to explore affordable housing options, as
well as retail jobs and amenities in a configuration
that benefits from and contributes to the adjacent
future vision for Route 214.
b. At the back of the site, reflect or integrate with
development patterns proposed and refined by
FH Developments, potentially with lower density
houses or townhouses.
c. Explore subdivision options to support desired
development patterns.

Conceptual Main Street Design for Elmsdale’s Route 214
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Figure 2.23: Wayfinding signage in Wolfville
(Photo: FBM)

Figure 2.24: Beautification and Streetscaping support for chairs, plantings
and directional signage in downtown Sydney. (Photo: Downtown Sydney)

Recommendations for Site design for infill sites
along the Main Street area:
d. Consider if changes are possible for the Village
Core zoning or form-based guidelines to better
promote a street edge with a cluster of streetfronting businesses and destinations
e. Work with individual land owners and developers
towards design and building placement that
achieves goals for pedestrian-oriented buildings.
f. Work with NSDPW to consider reduced building
front setbacks on a case-by-case basis.
g. Explore updates to signage requirements in the
Land Use Bylaw to transition towards the use
of pedestrian scaled signage in the Study Area
in new development. Limit the type and size of
signs in new development so as to be scaled to
the experience of pedestrians as well as drivers.
h. Enable and promote development that includes
accessibility features, awnings, building
overhangs, bicycle parking, patios and further
elements to appeal to businesses, customers
and people walking, using mobility devices, and
cycling.
i. Promote the inclusion of housing options
integrated within mixed-use development.
Recommendations for New development
opportunities for former post office site:
j. Communicate with NSDPW to understand long
term goals for the site and its potential disposition
and redevelopment in coordination with a the
municipality.
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k. Explore options to provide public parking on
an interim basis on this site and/or mixed-use
development with commercial at ground level.
l. Explore options to consolidate the parking access
to this site with adjacent properties.

13. Gateway Elements
Gateway elements represent a “welcome” to the
community and are the first and last impression of a
Main Street area. Locations to consider this entrance
experience include Heritage Square/Village Square and
the former Elmsdale School site. Gateway elements
should represent what is unique about the community
and may be associated with wayfinding signage or
public art.
Recommendations:
a. Work with community groups to determine how
to define the gateway experiences to the Main
Street area.

Figure 2.25: Wetaskiwin, AB - Downtown Gateway

14. Collaboration, Phasing, Implementation, and
Maintenance
NSDPW owns and maintains Route 214 as a key piece
of the road network. The project team worked with
NSDPW staff and the area manager at each step in
developing this Report and in considering project goals
and the Concept Design Options illustrated in Section
3.0. This working relationship should continue during
Design Development and Implementation. NSDPW
also owns some parcels within the Study Area,
including the former post office site.
Phasing should be considered in future detailed design
with construction implementation occurring over time.
This can happen in such a way that costs are managed
and the end vision is always supported, as it gradually
and consistently emerges. Phasing considerations may
look at a specific sections or facilities for improvement.
One possibility is to bring improvements to the west
side of Route 214 first, as this side has comparably
more commercial destinations. This can be followed
with the east side. Alternatively, phasing may rely on
factors such as redevelopment or the need to replace
infrastructure as a key time to implement the design.

Recommendations:
a. Continue to work with NSDPW staff to identify
detailed design opportunities for roadway,
walking and cycling infrastructure to support the
transformative vision for Route 214 to become
Elmsdale’s Main Street.
b. Where NSDPW owns the former post office site,
communicate with NSDPW on their potential
disposition of the site in coordination with a
development strategy that reinforces the vision
and detailed design.
c. Through further detailed design and costing,
consider options for a phased implementation
and the costs and benefits of such approaches.
d. Consider and develop necessary agreements and
resources for maintenance and snow-clearing.

Resources and agreements for maintenance and snowclearing will need to be pursued for trees, open spaces,
walking and cycling routes.
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3.0 Concept Design Options
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3.1 OVERVIEW OF THE CONCEPT DESIGN OPTIONS
Three Concept Design Options (“Concept A,” “Concept B,” and “Concept C”) were developed by the Consultant
Team to consider the opportunities and trade-offs for various reconfigurations that are possible within the right-ofway (ROW). As further information and considerations are gathered over the course of the more detailed steps in
project implementation, it is anticipated that the municipality will refine the elements shown here, pursuing one of
these Concepts, or combining elements from the various Concepts.

Concept A (See Figure 3.1)

Concept B (See Figure 3.2)

This concept maintains a similar
roadway design to the current
Route 214 and includes focused
improvements for walking, cycling
and landscape. Key elements in this
concept include:

This concept adds a third vehicle
This concept adds a parking “flex”
lane as a two-way centre turn lane.
lane on the west side of the road.
Key elements in this concept include: Key elements in this concept include:

» One vehicle lane each direction is
maintained

» Walking path on both sides

» A “flex” lane provides parking
(including accessible spaces),
loading, bus stops

» Cycling path on both sides

» Walking path on both sides

» Crossings are introduced,
however the crossing distance is
longer than in Concepts A or C

» Cycling path on both sides

» Walking path on both sides

» A third vehicle lane is introduced
(two-way centre left turn lane)

Concept C (See Figure 3.3)

» Transit stop pull-outs can be
integrated into the design

» Transit pull-outs cannot easily be
integrated (buses stop in curb
side lane)

» Crossings are introduced with
a curb bulb out to shorten the
crossing distance and improve
the visibility between drivers and
people attempting to cross

» Plantings can occur on both sides
of the street

» Plantings can occur on one side
of the street

» Transit stop pull-outs can be
integrated into the design

» Cycling path on both sides
» Crossings are introduced

» Plantings can occur on both sides
of the street

Cross-section Variation 1 (See Figure 3.4)

Additional notes

This variation demonstrates how a flexible design
approach in the cross section can adjust to give extra
space to protect existing stands of healthy mature trees
on the east side of the Route 214. This variation sees
cross-section elements shifted to the west to allow for
this objective. This is more readily achieved in Concepts
A and C. However it may be more challenging in
Concept B because of the need for a wider roadway.

» Site visits, aerial imagery, and available mapping data
was used to gain an understanding of the current
conditions of the Study Area. Further detailed design
will require a survey to understand the location of
existing roadway elements, utilities, and location and
condition of trees.

Cross-section Variation 2 (See Figure 3.5)
At crosswalks, it is desirable to narrow the time and
distance during which people crossing the street are
vulnerable as well as to increase visibility between
people driving and people crossing the street. A
minimized crossing distance is achieved in Concept C
through curb extensions. This is more challenging to
achieve in Concept B because a 3rd lane is desired to
enable the left turns at intersections, which is the same
location that a crosswalk is desired.

» Drawings are conceptual. The precise size and
placement of streetscape elements is to be
determined though detailed design.
» The intersection and crossing design for Roulston
Drive and Route 214 is to be coordinated with
transportation analysis and needs associated
with development planned on Roulston Drive (FH
Development Lands). The design requirements may
vary from what is shown in the Concepts.
» For the protection of cyclists, an additional buffer
design may be required through detailed design in
locations on the east side of the road where the
cycle path is adjacent to the vehicle travel lane.
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Figure 3.1
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Figure 3.2
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Design is preliminary for the purpose of developing a conceptual Main Street vision.
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Figure 3.3
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Design is preliminary for the purpose of developing a conceptual Main Street vision.
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Figure 3.4: Cross-section Variation 1 to better accommodate existing trees on the east side of the road (Concept C is shown)
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Figure 3.5: Cross-section Variation 2 for narrowed crossings (Concept C is shown)
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3.2 STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES
AMONG THE CONCEPTS
The Concepts are evaluated across multiple objectives
as summarized in Figure 3.6. The comparison indicates
the improvements that are prioritized within the various
Concepts. However the community may wish to
prioritize some objectives more strongly than others.
The following considerations informed this evaluation:
• Walking: All Concepts include improved
walkways
on bothCONCEPTS
sides of the street.
INDICATORS
OF THE

• Crosswalk safety: Concepts A and C crosswalks
have a narrower crossing distance, while Concept
B requires a wider road for turn lanes and may
lead to faster vehicle speeds.
• Trees and rain gardens: There are more
opportunities for plantings in Concept A and C as
those concepts provide for narrower roadways
and greater parklet opportunities.
• Transit stops: In Concepts A and C, transit stops
are provided as pull-outs, whereas in Concept B
transit stops would be accommodated within the
street.

• Active Transportation: All Concepts include
Ease of
active transportation paths that are separated
Traffic
from traffic. Walking
Cycling
Flow

Public
• LikelyCrossconstructionTrees
cost: Assuming many Likely
parking
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the
common
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and Rain
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cost
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Transit
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Traffic

• Public On-street
Parking: Cycling
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Walking
Flow
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Public
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Figure 3.6: Evaluation of theWalking
Design Concept
Options across multiple objectives
street)
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* NSDPW noted that it is not clear that there are access points or intersections within the Study Area that warrant centre left turn
lanes. Further Engineering analysis is required before concluding that Concept B would effectively improve traffic flow.
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Figure 3.9: New Minas Commercial Street - Roadway is
similar to Concept B

Figure 3.8: St. Peter’s Main Street - Roadway is similar to
Concept C

3.3 EXAMPLES OF ROADWAYS IN NOVA
SCOTIA SIMILAR TO THE CONCEPTS

Throughout the province there are several community
Main Street areas that form part of the regionally
serving road network. These community Main
Street areas, similar to Elmsdale’s Route 214, must
balance vehicle through-traffic and pedestrian-friendly
environments. Main Street areas with comparable
traffic considerations and that operate similarly to
Concept C include Tatamagouche, Inverness,
St. Peter’s and Chéticamp. These areas serve a
significant volume of traffic, but traffic tends to move
more slowly through the heart of these communities.
This is due to combined factors of congestion, onstreet parking and a roadway perceived to be busy and
narrow. The presence of pedestrians, as well as smaller
signage and interesting buildings close to the road,
contribute to calming traffic. As with Elmsdale’s Route
214, these roads are maintained by the province. Main
Streets in Mahone Bay, Wolfville, and Parrsboro are
additional communities to consider looking at. Roads
within these communities are owned and maintained
by the respective municipalities.

Commercial Street in New Minas operates similar to
Concept B, with a centre turn lane but no on-street
parking. Parts of Sackville Drive in Lower Sackville
are also designed similar to Concept B. In both cases,
the streetscape design is perceived as auto-oriented,
with road design and land use patterns favouring strip
centres, big box stores, and vehicular travel. These
environments are typically unpleasant and inconvenient
for people walking and cycling, due in part to the speed
and noise of vehicle traffic, along with the typical
distance between destinations. These land use patterns
tend to be inconvenient for transit users, and those with
mobility challenges or who do not drive. Engagement
feedback for East Hants Official Development Plan
update process noted a desire to maintain the small
town feel of individual villages within East Hants.
There was a negative perception that East Hants was
“turning into Sackville,” with the type of auto-oriented
development often associated with communities that
pursue Concept B as their Main Street design.
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3.4 CONSIDERATIONS FOR DETERMINING
A PREFERRED DESIGN CONCEPT
Considerations for Concept B
The objective of Concept B is to improve the ease
of traffic flow through the Study Area by allowing
a lane for left turning vehicles to benefit shoppers,
commuters, and deliveries. However, NSDPW has
indicated that it is not clear that there are access points
or intersections within the Study Area that warrant
centre left turn lanes. Therefore further Engineering
analysis is required before concluding that Concept B
would effectively improve traffic flow.
A number of negative impacts of Concept B are
also encountered. This design is seen as working
against some of the key goal for this Project, namely
for providing safer crossings, as well as places and
experiences where people will want to spend time
outdoors along the Main Street.
There is a potential that the more free flow of
traffic enabled by adding a centre turn lane would
attract higher traffic volumes, potentially with higher
speed and resulting noise levels when compared
with Concepts A and C. The wider travel-way to
accommodate left turning vehicles makes for a longer
crossing distance at crosswalks. Therefore pedestrians
crossing the street are vulnerable for a longer amount
of time to being struck by vehicles that may be moving
at high speed. Pursuing available approaches to slow
or calm traffic can alternatively be the intent for the
community and local surrounding neighbourhood, and
these are better supported in Concepts A or C.
If there is a real or perceived sense of congestion
on Route 214, some commuters may opt to avoid
the area as they have an efficient alternative. Where
some drivers and industries have discretion over their
route, efforts should be made to divert drivers to
these alternative routes, especially to the newly built
Lantz Interchange Connector Road, which opened in
December 2021. The Lantz Connector has a posted
speed limit of 70 km/hr. The Connector does not have
the same land use considerations, Main Street goals,
and access management complexity that Route 214
experiences. Whereas the Lantz Connector is designed
as a higher speed vehicle connection, the municipality
can promote diversion of truck and vehicle traffic away

from Route 214 and towards the Lantz Connector.
These efforts can include consultation with major truck
traffic generators in the area and with Halifax Regional
Municipality as it considers development that would
add commuters along Route 214 to reach the Highway
102.
MEH and NSDPW plan to continue to monitor travel
patterns and volumes for vehicles, trucks, cyclists and
pedestrians on Route 214.

Consideration for Concept A and Concept C
While not adding vehicle travel lanes, both Concept
A and Concept C present an improvement for the
pedestrian and active transportation streetscape over
the current design.
One benefit of Concept A to consider is that a narrower
roadway may make it comparably less expensive to
build. A costing study would need to be pursued to
confirm this assumption.
Concept C includes a parking/flex lane, which provides
the following benefits:
• Parking spaces and loading for businesses and
customers.
• Accessible parking spaces and bus stop areas are
accommodated.
• On-street parking can relieve some of the need
to provide parking in private off-street parking
lots.
• The inclusion of a parking lane improves the
sense of safety for people walking and cycling
because parked cars act as and feel like a barrier
between people and moving vehicles.
• At crosswalks, curb extensions can take up
the parking lane space to shorten the crossing
distance, improve visibility, and create open
space opportunities.
• Where restaurants and cafes face the street in
the future, they may have the opportunity to use
the parking spaces for summer outdoor patio
initiatives.
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Figure 3.7 Future possibility with Design Concept C shown (Artist credit: Placemaker, Cal Srigley)

During stakeholder conversations, while there was an
interest in the benefits of on-street parking as noted
above, there was also concern expressed that parallel
parking could create congestion or safety hazards,
because drivers in East Hants are generally unfamiliar
or uncomfortable with parallel parking. It was also
noted that there is a high volume of traffic and large
trucks using Route 214. While this hazard has not been
observed in other communities that are on truck routes,
these concerns should be considered in greater depth
through detailed design.
In stakeholder conversations, a combination was
discussed with on-street parking provided only south
of Pine Grove Drive adjacent to existing businesses but
not north of this point. If on-street parking is provided it
was believed that it is best to provide it for the length of
the Study Area, as houses to the north may redevelop
in the future as commercial, multi-unit residential, or
mixed-use, under Village Core zoning.
Taken together the elements in Concept C and as
shown in the perspective sketch present a strong
vision for a Main Street that serves the needs of the
local community, businesses and those spending time
outside on the Main Street. This Report concludes
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that Concept C is preferred over Concept A. Design
decisions however should be considered holistically
through a larger consideration of the parking needs and
provisions in the Village Core and costing.
Furthermore, Concept C most adequately responds to
municipal goals relating to accessibility, open spaces
and active transportation as summarized in a review of
existing policies (See Section 5.0 Background Review).
It is also in line with emerging desires expressed by the
East Hants community members who responded to
the survey for the 2021 Official Development Plan (See
Section 4.3). Respondents indicated that they wished
to see East Hants develop as individual villages with
walkable cores and a small town feel.

4.0 What We Heard
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4.1 INTRODUCTION
To inform the analysis and recommendations noted
above, community feedback was receives through the
following methods:
• Nova Scotia Main Streets Vision Development
Workshop (approx. 35 attendees) - See 4.2
• Relevant comments contained in the December
2021 Phase 1 Community Engagement Report
for the East Hants Official Community Plan
Update (approx. 430 survey responses) - See 4.3
• Project-specific workshops in Dec 2021/Jan 2022
with Councillors and stakeholder representatives
in the development, retail, and community
sectors, along with follow-up emails and phone
calls (approx. 15 interactions) - See 4.4

4.2 NOVA SCOTIA MAIN STREETS VISION
DEVELOPMENT WORKSHOP (FEB 2020)
In 2020, the Nova Scotia Federation of Municipalities
and FBM collaborated to launch a provincial initiative
to develop a vision for community Main Street areas in
Nova Scotia’s small towns, villages, and communities.
On February 11, 2020 approximately 35 residents,
businesses and community leaders participated in a
focus group workshop on envisioning the future of
Elmsdale’s Village Core.
During the session, discussion was focused on
the importance of the Study Area, including issues
of sidewalks, transit, and active transportation
connections. Locations and density of destinations and
amenities were highlighted with the issue of a relatively
sparse areas that is more appealing to drive through
rather than walk between destinations. Issues of traffic
and parking were also highlighted. The importance
of the Village Square and the need for community
amenities and gathering spaces was also highlighted.
The opportunity of the former Elmsdale School site was
highlighted, as were the importance of history, trees,
and agriculture.
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Figure 4.1: Event photos: Elmsdale Main Streets Workshop,
February 2020

4.3 EAST HANTS OFFICIAL COMMUNITY
PLAN UPDATE ENGAGEMENT REPORT
(DEC 2021)
While not directly focused on this project, the
engagement undertaken as part of the East Hants
Official Community Plan Update presents some
important considerations for the Main Street design for
Route 214. A Phase 1 Community Engagement Report
was released December 14, 2021.
Respondents ranked “Infrastructure and
Transportation” as the most important theme for the
Plan Update to consider. There was a strong desire
to create new family-friendly parks and destinations.
Similarly, there was interest is having new shopping
and amenities options through growth. However this
growth should be accommodated in a way that still
maintains the “small town feel” of individual villages.
“Sackville” was identified negatively in approximately
66 comments. Residents indicated that they didn’t
want the East Hants Corridor region (Enfield, Elmsdale,
Lantz, Milford, Shubenacadie and Nine Mile River) to
develop as a continuous strip auto-oriented uses, but
instead to experience distinct communities.
In response to these themes, the project looks to
focus the Main Street energy into a small study are to
become a distinct location with a village-like character,
rather than a place to drive through.
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4.4 PROJECT-SPECIFIC DESIGN FEEDBACK
(DEC 2021 COUNCIL WORKSHOP, JAN 2022
STAKEHOLDER WORKSHOP)
The topic headings below summarize the feedback
received at workshops. Note that only Concept C was
presented at the Council workshop whereas Concepts
A and B were developed after this meeting to consider
alternative roadway designs. Concept A maintains a
similar roadway width to what is existing and Concept
B adds a two-way centre left turn lane. The following
comments were received across the workshops and
through phone and email follow-ups.

Walking and Cycling
• Supports for cyclists and pedestrians in each
concept are great
• Good to widen the sidewalk and add a sidewalk
to the east
• Accessibility is a key concern, both for mobility
and sight loss
• Sidewalks should be concrete
• Consider whether parklets should be summer
only and pulled up in the winter

Traffic volumes
• Traffic volumes will always be high and the Lantz
interchange will have little impact reducing traffic
here
• With the volume of traffic it will be challenging to
feel like a quaint village core
• Traffic and trucks will be a hazard to children and
pedestrians
• Further traffic is being generated by industries as
well as the new modular home park across the
river in HRM
• Trucks are in business too and should be
supported
• Will need to include considerations for
accommodating the traffic, while might include
adding a 3rd lane
• Consider if a middle turn lane is introduced at
first, and if it is phased (re-lined) in the future to
provide parallel parking if volumes reduce

Visualization of the future Main Street
• Felt to be functional and fitting for the community
identity. This includes the enhanced sidewalks
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and AT links, street trees, landscape treatment,
and heritage style lights which match those
already at Heritage Square

Business support and development of a Main
Street cluster
• Needs space here for business to grow and
become successful
• Main street is about creating a destination - not
travelling through it
• Important to define a short section of a
community main street. This can galvanize
interest in the area and creating unified voice and
character, similar to Wolfville’s Main Street
• Great to have buildings close to the street.
Supports main street idea - encourages people to
park and walk through local businesses
• Former Elmsdale school site is the north anchor,
Village Square/Heritage Square is the south
anchor, and area near RBC/Cup of Soul is the
focal point - need to think of all three, and what
connects them
• Some house properties within the Village Core
zone may redevelop as commercial/mixed use
and this plan should support them
• Village square area would benefit from a mix of
commercial and residential nearby

Parking
• The more options for parking (on-street and
off-street) you have along Route 214, the more
people you will attract
• Best to have both new off-street public parking
and on-street parking....can never have enough
parking
• Design should support people parking and
exploring, rather that parking for just one
destination
• On-street parking creates a sense of safety for
pedestrians and slowing down traffic
• With the trucks and traffic, on-street parking
might be a problem
• Nicely designed public parking at the old post
office site is a good idea
• EVs should be supported in both on-street and
off-street parking
• People are parking and exploring already - parking

at RBC, going to Cup of Soul and professional
services.

Open Space
• There is a need for civic space along Route 214
for people to gather and as a business driver for
the area
• Parklets are a great idea

Concept C Comments
• The shorter crosswalk distance compared to
Concept B
• Likes places like Wolfville and Baddeck where
people walk and the buildings are close to the
street
• Supports longer term vision where more
residential properties on 214 become commercial
to support a commercial village centre
• Preference for the Concept C cross-section for
the whole length of the Study Area to support
future commercial/mixed use development
where there are currently houses
• Commercial district will grow over the next
10 years and main street concept C with slow
moving vehicles and on-street parking will best
help support that vision – it will make people
slow down and want to stop, instead of driving
through

Former Elmsdale School site
• This can be a destination site - both close to
the residential area and easily accessed off the
highway.
• All trails and AT will connect to the school site so strategic!
• Has been public space for over 60 years and a
very strategic green space. Residents would
like to see it as some kind of community green
common, central gathering place etc.
• The Park as part of Clayton Lands will be
a natural Park along the river, while FH
Developments will have a park space that
is scaled for the neighbourhood. We need a
significant more urban park green space, and
this site is the right place for it. With significant
nearby development this might be the last
chance for a significant urban green space.

(possibly new educational facility - previously
this was discussed with Develop NS and NSCC).
Opportunity to weave a lot of components
together here
• Flexibility of space is important for public
enjoyment year round
• Possibilities include a walking park, farmers
market, basketball court, or an extended
community garden
• May be one of the most important sites in the
region for the community and the region. These
types of sites (that are centrally located) don’t
come up often
• Commercial uses can positively interact with an
urban public open space (both benefit)

Infill, Redevelopment & Former Post Office site
• New development should include a street edge
fronting the sidewalk (reduced or no setback)
with a mix of commercial and residential
• Post office site is both a good development
site for a strong street edge and a good site for
centralized parking so people can park and walk
to multiple destinations.

Beautification, placemaking, history, and public
parks and squares
• Concepts presented appear to compliment earlier
beautification efforts
• Legion and others are planning to enhance the
area for the 100th anniversary of the cenotaph
• Churches are also important gathering places and
have history
• Elmsdale beautification society is looking to
have a Welcome to Elmsdale sign or sculpture at
Heritage Square.
• Village Square is active at tree lighting and
remembrance day. Can it be better used at other
times?

Maintenance
• Snow clearing and garbage collection will need to
be considered
• Roadway will narrow with snow bank
• Potential to only clear snow from the sidewalk,
and to use the bike path as snow storage

• Would be great to have something larger there
Conceptual Main Street Design for Elmsdale’s Route 214
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5.0 Background Review
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5.1 INTRODUCTION
The Main Street Vision for Route 214 builds on several
existing policy directions, guidelines and studies:

Element

Favourable characteristic for village cores

Parking

On-street parking, Centralized parking
lot close to shopping. Rear yard parking
with limited breaks in the sidewalk
(access between rear lots is coordinated
amongst building owners)

Signage

Standards favour signage on buildings
with no free standing signs; Signage is
visible but not obnoxious.

Buildings

Range in building heights and
architectural styles. Mixed uses are
encouraged (combined residential and
commercial). Buildings are pulled up
close to the sidewalk with no parking
in between. Buildings are pulled close
together with minimum breaks in the
street. Ample windows for window
shopping. Awnings and overhanging
covers provide some shelter from the
elements at the sidewalk.

Sidewalks

Sidewalks on both sides of the street
with direct connections to adjacent
buildings should include seating and
unique street furniture. Large street
trees provide shade and a canopy over
the street.

Streets

Streets are purposely narrow to slow
traffic (slowing vehicles through
downtown is a good thing).

• Village Cores Plan (2011)
• East Hants Municipal Planning Strategy & FormBased Requirements for the Village Core (2016)
• Parks, Open Space and Active Transportation
Master Plan (2017)
• Transit Services Operating and Business Plan
(2020)
• Route 214 and Trunk 2 Corridor Traffic Study
(NSDPW, 2014)
These background documents are summarized below.

5.2 EAST HANTS VILLAGE CORES PLAN
(2011)
The Village Cores Plan was the culmination of a
3-month community planning and urban design process
completed by Ekistics Planning commissioned by the
Municipality of East Hants. The Plan resulted in a vision
for 8 Village/Community Cores, ideas for investment,
and led to the Village Cores Zoning Design Guidelines
currently in place. The Plan advocates for an approach
of concentrating development in cores, rather than
having undirected growth along highway corridors. The
following Vision was developed and remains relevant:
“The village and community cores should be the
focal points for the daily needs of each community
including social, recreational, spiritual, commercial,
and educational needs. The cores should represent
the distinctiveness of character for the communities
they represent. They should provide a range of mixed
uses, including a range of higher density living types,
and should cater to people walking, biking or driving.
Each core should be linked to neighbouring trail or
greenway facilities with improved access to the Rivers
which border them. Each core should provide some of
the daily basic living needs such that they are a daily
destination for residents.”
As background and to support this vision, the following
characteristics are noted in the Plan as generally
favourable aspects for village core design (See p 7 in
the Plan):

Crosswalks Crosswalks exist at safe and convenient
locations with curb bump outs to
limit the street crossing distance for
pedestrians.
Lighting

Light standards are part of the street
decoration and add to safety, visibility
and night time ambiance.

Residential

A variety of options, including
apartments above commercial
townhouses and a few hundred houses
surrounding the downtown within 5-10
minutes walking distance.

Trails

Trails link outlying areas to the
downtown.

Parks

Many small pocket parks adjacent to the
main street sometimes with a square
or plaza in the middle of the Village for
events.

Conceptual Main Street Design for Elmsdale’s Route 214
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The following themes were noted in the engagement
completed in 2010 (Quoted from p 11 in the Plan):
• Businesses should be clustered together in
the cores instead of strung through the entire
corridor.
• Pedestrians need the same consideration as cars.
• Truck traffic is a serious safety issue in many of
the cores.
• Servicing infrastructure is a serious limitation to
growth. Where feasible, water and sewer should
be a priority.
• Positive outcomes for one community will have a
ripple effect on other village cores.
• Each core should have a walkable downtown
component with street trees and pedestrian
furnishings.

streetscape to be more consistently attractive
and improving pedestrian and park spaces.
• Exit 8 at the highway is a key gateway to the
village but does not reflect the character of the
village as well as it could.
• There is a desire for trails along the rivers,
integrated with the network of sidewalks and
park spaces.
• There is a potential for interpretation and festivals
based on local heritage, along with the potential
re-use of the former train station.
The Cores Plan further proposed a number of
streetscape considerations and proposals relevant to
the work in Elmsdale. These include:
• Streetscape enhancements that focus on safety,
accessibility and attractiveness.

• Signage and wayfinding is universally needed in
all village cores.

• Resolution of streetside parking and access
points.

• The cores should reinforce the special quality of
the surrounding community and buildings should
be of a high aesthetic standard.

• Upgrading of the main street area can include
curb and gutter, sidewalks, street tree planting,
ornamental lighting and sidewalk furnishings.

• The rail line bisects some of the communities but
will be an economic generator as commuter rail
takes off in the future (with higher oil prices). The
village cores should recognize the importance of
future connections to rail hubs.

• Street side cafes or small parklets may be
created to help enliven the street where the
space is available.

• The rural agricultural feel between many of the
village cores is an important asset.

• There is a desire for illuminated pedestrian street
crossings.

• Some gateway ‘expressions’ are needed to
demarcate the area.

• Streetscape improvements could incorporate
traffic calming. These can include narrower
lanes, planting of street trees, the provision
of parallel parking, curbing and sidewalks and
street furnishings, all of which help to create the
impression of a narrower street corridor. This can
thereby slow traffic and make for safer crossing
locations.

• Quality green spaces, which are relevant
community destinations, are needed.
• The cores are areas for mixed use and are
suitable for more density than the surrounding
residential lands.
• Onstreet parking is desirable in the cores so long
as safety is considered
• Less ‘red tape’ is needed for businesses.
• Recognize and interpret the special ‘histories’ of
the areas.
• Involve the public in dialogue about village cores.
• Individual village cores have their own needs and
opportunities.
Elmsdale workshop themes noted the following:
• Improvements can focus on improving the
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• Public art and historic artifacts can be
incorporated into public space.

• While historic images of villages show stately
elm trees shading main streets, trees have
been lost to disease and the replacement of
street trees is merited. Suitable locations where
trees can thrive, and therefore require less care,
should be targeted for planting. Site and species
selection should be coordinated with NSDPW.
• A storefront improvement grant program can
be explored to encourage improvements to the
exterior appearance of commercial buildings

within a designated area.
While the Village Cores Plan is now over 10 years
old, the vision and themes it highlights remain highly
relevant. The Village Core Plan considered much of the
extent of Elmsdale, with a length of approximately 5 km
along both Route 214 and along Trunk 2. On the other
hand, the current Main Street project for Route 214 has
a more focused scope of approximately 750 m, which
means that the improvements explored can be more
focused.

5.3 EAST HANTS MUNICIPAL PLANNING
STRATEGY AND LAND USE BYLAW (2016)
The Municipal Planning Strategy (MPS), approved in
2016, lays the foundation for directing and focusing
how the Municipality develops, grows, and evolves
over the next twenty years. Through the MPS,
MEH implemented the form-based development
requirements of the Village Core (VC Zone), built on
parameters included in the Village Cores Plan.
The MPS was developed with extensive community
input to identify goals for the future. The MPS
recognized that, compared to the previous plan from
2000, there is new interest in supporting multiple unit
dwellings and apartment style living as the population in
East Hants ages. With this, there is a renewed interest
in living in mixed-use communities that support getting
around by active transportation and follow healthy
community design principles. Community priorities
identified through the process and relevant to the Route
214 streetscape concept development include:
• Supporting well designed, pedestrian friendly
village cores;
• Developing healthy transportation networks
including walking and cycling; and
• Mixing compatible land uses (commercial,
residential, recreational, educational, and
institutional) in order to help create areas with a
strong sense of place, greater housing variety,
reduced distances between home, work, and
shopping, and fostering pedestrian and bicyclefriendly environment.
In support of Active Transportation, the MPS
recognizes that the street network forms the backbone
of East Hants’ transportation system and that it serves

both automobile use as well as active transportation.
It encourages the construction of roads based on
the principles of good civic design and innovative
service standards including tree planting, landscaping,
crosswalks, sidewalks, bicycle paths, median strips,
and boulevards where appropriate.
Through the MPS policies, the municipality set out
to implement the Village Core (VC) Designation in
Elmsdale and other village cores. The purpose of the
VC Zone is to allow for an appropriate intensity and
diversity of commercial and residential development
within an environment enhanced through design
standards for buildings and sites, thus contributing to
an attractive urban environment. The VC zone includes
form-based requirements for architectural and site
design standards. See below for further commentary
on the form-based requirements in the VC zone and
their relation to the streetscape concept.
The MPS notes that a transit service could enable the
public to travel within East Hants, routed on the 214,
connecting to other destinations, other village cores and
the Halifax Stanfield International Airport, with Halifax
Transit connections. While in 2015 Council decided
not to move forward with a transit service, in the
future, demand for a transit service may grow as the
population within East Hants increases and becomes
more concentrated, and Council could reconsider
transit for East Hants. The MPS supports the future
consideration of policy changes and design elements to
encourage Transit Orientated Development principles
near bus stop nodes. This could be considered through
a mix of commercial and residential uses near bus
stops that provides amenity to transit users, or which
are designed to promote pedestrian activity over vehicle
activity. See below for further commentary on the 2020
Transit Service Operating and Business Plan.
The MPS contains Open Space and Park Development
goals and policies to ensure new and existing
communities have parkland to enhance the natural
and built environment and to provide recreational
opportunities for residents. There are a number of
types of parks and open spaces. Most pertinent to
the Route 214 streetscape concept, this includes
Neighbourhood Parks (open space land and related
facilities serving area residents including playgrounds,
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Figure 5.1: Extract from Village Core Design Guidelines

X

Street
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Street

Village Core Parking Lot Configurations

Street
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grounds, fields, and/or treed areas), as well as Urban
Greenspace, which are passive areas that may be
landscaped in more urban areas. A neighbourhood park
concept may also be a part of the Elmsdale School site
redevelopment. As examples of urban green space,
Route 214 already contains three small public spaces
and resting areas (Village Square, at Pine Hill Drive, and
in front of the RBC Bank).

Form-Based Zone Requirements for the Village
Core (VC) Zone
The Main Street design for Elmsdale is an opportunity
to develop a high quality streetscape to complement
development on private property. New Development
regulations in the VC zone include:
• Maximum height of 2.5 stories. Three stories will
be permitted if the third story is integrated into
the roof design.
• For single use commercial buildings, the
maximum commercial floor area shall be 230 m2.
• The maximum gross floor area shall be 835 m2.
• Large monolithic and monotonous buildings
must be broken down into a collection of
architectural parts. Any horizontal building
dimension that exceeds 15 m must be broken
into distinguishable ‘architectural parts’ using
extending faces, changes in roof styles, changes
in colour, and/or articulation in ‘bays’ to create an
assemblage of architectural forms.
• Style guidelines ensure that the style of new
development is consistent with the vernacular
of each village core. Developers must select and
adhere to an architectural style already found in
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the Village Core.
• Standard ‘corporate box designs’ are not
permitted in the village cores. Corporate chain
outlets must be designed to fit the architectural
context of each village core.
• Peaked roofs are encouraged to match traditional
housing forms, as are gable ends that face the
street and eave overhangs.
• In new buildings 60% or more of the building
frontage shall be glass (not tinted, textured,
reflective, or dark glass), unless, the historic
nature of the building requires other treatments.
• No parking shall be permitted between the main
Village Core street and the building front. Locate
parking to the side and/or rear of the building.
Entry driveways should not be placed within the
buildings frontage if at all possible. Loading doors
shall not front on the main street.
• Buildings shall be located close to the main
street so that they are accessible and visible
to pedestrians. At least 60% of the building’s
frontage shall be within 12 m of the main street
(front property line).
• All trees greater than 15 cm diameter (measured
at 8 cm from the base) should be preserved
wherever possible.
• For any buildings set back 9 m or more from
the front lot line, one 60 mm Caliper (minimum)
sized tree is required to be planted between the
building and the street for every 9 m of building
frontage.
• Bike racks for commercial developments.

Figure 5.2: Imagery for Active Transportation Spines, in the Parks, Open Space and Active Transportation Master Plan (2017)
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Land Use Bylaw (LUB) – parking requirement
The LUB provides a minimum requirement for providing
parking, based on use as follows:
Use

Minimum Requirements

Multi-unit Residential 1 space per unit
(buildings up to 6
units)
Multi-unit Residential 1.5 spaces per unit plus 1
(buildings over 6
visitor parking space per 7
units)
units
Restaurants

1 parking space for every 4
seats or 1 parking space for
every 14 m2 commercial floor
area

Retail stores

1 parking space for every 18
m2 commercial floor area

Medical and Dental
Offices

2 parking spaces per
consulting room/practitioner

5.4 PARKS, OPEN SPACE AND ACTIVE
TRANSPORTATION MASTER PLAN (2017)
The Parks, Open Space and Active Transportation
Master Plan, approved in 2017, steers the development
and management of East Hants’ open spaces, parks,
and active transportation (AT) network for the next 20
years. A number of parks and open space opportunities
are highlighted in the Elmsdale and surrounding
communities, including improvements to existing parks,
new parks in subdivisions, and the formers Elmsdale
School Property redevelopment for an urban-style park,
plaza and/or multi-sports pads.
The Plan indicates AT routes, including Primary Spines
through subdivisions connecting to Route 214. Route
214 (along with Trunk 2) is indicated as a future part of
the Province’s Blue Route, a regional AT Route. The
Secondary Spines are seen as improvements on the
existing asphalt surfaces to function for both walking
and cycling.

Additional space must be provided on site for snow
storage, staff parking, drive aisles, and landscape
buffers.
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Figure 5.3: Transit Services Operating and Business Plan (2020) - Proposed Transit Route

N

SPORTSPLEX
Arrive 0:42
Depart 0:43
AQUATICS CENTRE
Headed to Lantz
Arrive 0:34
Depart 0:35
AQUATICS CENTRE
Headed to Airport
Arrive 0:51
Depart 0:52

RTE 214 0:55

RTE 214 0:30

5.5 TRANSIT SERVICES OPERATING AND
BUSINESS PLAN (2020)

ENFIELD 0:01

ENFIELD 0:24

The Transit Service Operating and Business Plan
examines a fixed route service (shown in Figure 5.3)
that connects the growing communities in East Hants.
The proposed route would connect Lantz and the
Sportsplex to the Aquatic Centre, Library and Shopping
Centre in Elmsdale to the Elmsdale Village Core.
It would connect to Enfield and the Halifax airport,
connecting to ongoing service throughout HRM. This
includes a number of stops within the Study Area.
Council has provided a mandate to explore partnership
options with the East Hants & Area Community Rider
to deliver the service. Bus stops are accordingly
accommodated into the Main Street concepts, should
transit service be introduced.

AIRPORT
Arrive 0:10
Depart 0:15

Note: Times given at timing points refer to minutes past the hour
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5.6 ROUTE 214 AND TRUNK 2 CORRIDOR
TRAFFIC STUDY (2014)

Figure 5.3: Trunk 2/Route 214 Corridor Traffic study - Intersection
mitigation measures for Route 214 and Trunk 2

The Trunk 2/Route 214 Corridor Traffic Study (2014)
was completed by CBCL on behalf of Nova Scotia
Department of Public Works and MEH. The project was
initiated due to an anticipated high level of growth in the
East Hants area, with proposed residential construction
in the area anticipated to cause considerable congestion
at Exit 8. The study assessed the need for a new
Highway 102 interchange at Lantz and a number of
other changes and improvements. This included the
possible design of a roundabout integrated with the
intersection of Route 214 & Trunk 2, and the adjacent
railroad crossing.
The Report noted that:
• The proximity of the active railroad crossing
would make this location challenging, but having
the railroad cross the east leg may be possible;
• The adjacent residential property on the
northwest corner may impact sight lines and
layout options, and may have to be removed; and
• That the importance of the Village Square was
identified in the 2011 East Hants Village Cores
Plan and that improvements might align with
the future vision of the area much better than
expanding the signalized intersection.
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